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Abstract—Ethernet based VPLS (Virtual Private LAN Service)
networks are now becoming attractive in many enterprise applications due to simple, protocol-independent and cost efﬁcient
operation. However, new VPLS applications demand additional
requirements, such as elevated security, enhanced scalability and
improved ﬂexibility. This paper summarized the results of a
thesis which focused to increase the scalability, ﬂexibility and
compatibility of secure VPLS networks. First, we propose a
scalable secure ﬂat-VPLS architecture based on Host Identity
Protocol (HIP) to increase the forwarding and security plane
scalability. Then, a secure hierarchical-VPLS architecture has
been proposed by extending the previous proposal to achieve
control plane scalability as well. To solve the compatibility issues
of Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) in VPLS networks, a novel
Distributed STP (DSTP) is proposed. Lastly, we propose a novel
SDN (Software Deﬁned Networking) based VPLS (SoftVPLS)
architecture to overcome tunnel management limitations in
legacy secure VPLS architectures. Simulation models and testbed
implementations are used to verify the performance of proposed
solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Global spanned companies obtain connectivity services
from communication service providers to interconnect their
ofﬁces over the public Internet. Initially, L3VPNs (Layer
3 Virtual Private Networks) were the preferred choice of
many service providers. Due to high operating costs and
compatibility issues in L3VPNs, L2VPNs (Layer 2 Virtual
Private Networks) such as VPLS are now becoming popular.
In 2012, 47 percent of VPN (Virtual Private Networks) trafﬁc
was operated via VPLS [27]. IETF (Internet Engineering
Task Force) has standardized two basic frameworks for VPLS
networks by using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [28]
and the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) [29]. Thereafter,
several VPLS architectures were proposed to improve the
performance of these frameworks [30]–[40].
VPLS networks were initially utilized only in industrial networks [41]–[45]. Presently, VPLS networks are used in many
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enterprise applications such as DCI (data center interconnect), voice over IP (VoIP) and videoconferencing servicesdo
[27]. However, new VPLS applications demand additional
requirements, such as elevated security, enhanced scalability,
optimum utilization of network resources and further reduction
in operational costs. Hence, the motivation of this paper is to
increase the scalability, ﬂexibility and compatibility of secure
VPLS networks to achieve these requirements.
The ﬁrst contribution is the proposal of a scalable secure
ﬂat-VPLS architecture based on Host Identity Protocol (HIP).
It contains a novel session key-based security mechanism
to increase the forwarding and security plane scalability of
secure VPLS networks. The second contribution is the proposal of a scalable and secure hierarchical-VPLS architecture
based on HIP. This increases the scalability of the previously
proposed ﬂat-VPLS architecture by providing control plane
scalability as well. The third contribution is the proposal of
a novel Distributed STP to solve the compatibility issues of
traditional STP in VPLS networks. The fourth contribution
is the proposal of a novel SDN based VPLS architecture
to overcome the tunnel management limitations of legacy
secure VPLS architectures. Extensive simulations and test bed
implementations are used reveal the expected advantages of
proposed architectures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II contains an introduction to VPLS architecture and the
limitations. The main contributions are presented in Section
III. Simulation and testbed experiment results are presented in
Section IV. Section V contains the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)
VPLS provides the multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet communication over IP/MPLS based provider networks. Figure 1
illustrates a simple VPLS architecture.
Main components of a VPLS are Customer edge Equipment
(CE), Provider edge Equipment (PE), VPN tunnels and the
provider network. CEs are the middleboxes between the customer sites and the provider network. PEs have all the VPLS
intelligence. A full mesh of PWs/tunnels are established over
the provider network to interconnect these PEs. The provider
network can be a public network such as the Internet.

III. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURES
A. S-HIPLS: A Scalable and Secure Flat-VPLS Architecture

Fig. 1: Simple VPLS architecture

We propose a scalable and secure ﬂat-VPLS architecture [2],
[8] based on HIP. It propose to establish HIP tunnels on top
of the provider network. HIP tunnels securely interconnect L2
customer sites. In contrast to per tunnel keying mechanism
in HIP [46], we propose a novel session key-based security
mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed S-HIPLS architecture.

B. Key Challenges in Legacy VPLS Architectures
1) Security Limitations: Generally, the customer’s private
network is a closed and trusted network. However, VPLS networks expose customer’s private data to third-party attackers
while transport over the public provider network. Moreover,
L2 devices are very primitive devices and do not have any
inbuilt security mechanisms to prevent serious attacks. On
the other hand, PE devices are also vulnerable to third party
attacks which can jeopardize the operation of VPLS.
2) Scalability Limitations: First, ﬂat VPLS architectures
require a VPN tunnel between every pair of PEs. Thus, the
number of tunnels in the network is exponentially increasing
with the number of PEs. This is called the “N-square scalability problem”. Thus, ﬂat VPLS networks suffer from massive
signaling overhead which is required to establish/maintain
these tunnels. It reduces the control plane scalability [4], [9].
Second, each PE has a maximum limit to support hardware
ingress replications. If a PE is not able to support required
number of hardware ingress replications, then a broadcast
frame needs resend several times over the same network
link [4], [9]. It unnecessarily consumes the bandwidth and
increase the frame transport delay. It reduces the forwarding
plane scalability. Third, existing secure VPLS architectures
have a massive key storage complexity and inefﬁcient security
mechanisms. It reduces the security plane scalability [2], [8].
3) Compatibility Limitations: In a VPLS network, connections through the provider network are invisible to L2
protocols. These transparent links cause many negative effects
on L2 protocols [10]. Moreover, the provider networks has the
extensive propagation and queuing delays than L2 networks.
Thus, the combination of L2 and L3 network characteristics
in VPLS jeopardize the operation of L2 protocols [10].
4) Complex and Static Tunnels Management: Legacy secure VPLS architectures have static, inﬂexible and decentralized tunnel management mechanisms [18]. The tunnel characteristics of each VPN tunnel are predeﬁned by the network
administrators and they behave similarly regardless of the
trafﬁc demand between the customer sites. Moreover, tunnel
establishment delay of legacy secure VPLS architectures is
highly depending on communication link quality and distance
between PEs. However, legacy secure VPLS networks do not
consider these physical layer constraints or adjust the tunnel
parameters to mitigate the impact [18].

Fig. 2: The network topology of S-HIPLS architecture
S-HIPLS uses two types of keys as Content Encryption Key
(CEK) and Key Encryption Key (KEK). CEK is used to encrypt and decrypt all packets belong to a single provider VPN.
Every PE has a unique KEK which is used to encrypt and
decrypt the corresponding CEKs. There is a Key Distribution
Center (KDC) is responsible for distributing the encrypted
CEKs among PEs. KDC also works as the Authentication
Server (AS) which maintains the Access Control Lists (ACL)
of each provider VPN. Our architecture comparatively reduces
the complexity of key storage at a node and the overall key
storage of the network. Further, the propose keying mechanism
reduces the number of encryptions per broadcast frame. These
features increase the security plane scalability of secure VPLS
architectures.
Moreover, our architecture proposes an efﬁcient broadcast
mechanism which signiﬁcantly reduces the number of encryption and packet generation per broadcast frame at the entry PE.
S-HIPLS requires only one encryption per broadcast frame and
it can be replicated along the broadcast or multicast tree. Thus,
S-HIPLS increases the forwarding plane scalability.
B. H-HIPLS: Secure Hierarchical-VPLS Architecture
We propose a novel hierarchical VPLS architecture [4], [9]
based on previous S-HIPLS to overcome the control plane
scalability limitation. The proposed architecture establishes
HIP tunnels between PEs in a hierarchical manner to form
the VPLS network. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed H-HIPLS
architecture.
H-HIPLS also uses two types of keys (i.e. CEK and KEK)
similar to previous S-HIPLS architecture. In contrast to SHIPLS, H-HIPLS uses two types of PEs as u-PE and n-PE. uPEs are user facing PEs, while n-PEs are network facing PEs.
n-PEs are responsible for packet forwarding, address learning
and auto discovery functions. Moreover, mesh connected VPN
tunnels are established only between n-PEs. u-PEs encrypts

(a) PARIM

(b) CARIM

Fig. 4: Proposed Redundancy Identiﬁcation Mechanisms
Fig. 3: The protocol stack of the H-HIPLS architecture

the L2 Frames and forwards to the connected n-PE. We also
propose a novel encrypted label based secure frame forwarding
mechanism to transport L2 frames over the hierarchical VPLS
network. When a u-PE receives a data frame from a CE, the
source u-PE encrypts an L2 frame using the corresponding
CEK of the provider VPN. Then, it will wrap this within ESP
(Encapsulating Security Payload) packet. The source u-PE
inserts the encrypted label into the standard ESP header of the
packet and forwards the frame to the n-PE. The encrypted label
is the encrypted destination MAC (Media Access Control)
address of the frame. It encrypts by using CEK of the control
VPN.
The proposed hierarchical architecture signiﬁcantly reduces
the total number of tunnels in the VPLS network. It provides
additional control plane scalability in addition to the security
and forwarding plane scalability provided by previous SHIPLS architecture.
C. DSTP: Distributed Spanning Tree Protocol
In a VPLS network, connections through the provider
network are invisible to L2 protocols. These transparent links
cause many negative effects on L2 protocols such as STP.
We proposed a novel Distributed STP (DSTP) to solve the
implementation issues of STP in VPLS networks [10]. DSTP
proposes to run a customized version of STP on each remote
customer site and prevents the transmission of STP BPDUs
(Bridge Protocol Data Units) over the provider network.
However, the existing STP versions cannot be used as local
STP instances since they are not capable of identifying loops
over the provider network. Thus, we integrate two Redundancy
Identiﬁcation Mechanism (RIM) to DSTP, namely Provider
Associated RIM (PARIM) and Customer Associated RIM
(CARIM).
In PARIM, VPLS provider performs RIM. Initially, every
PE broadcasts a Network Advertisement Packet (NAP) through
the provider network and elect a Designated PE (DPE) for each
network segment. Then, all other PEs are set to the broadcast
blocking state. Only DPEs are allowed to ﬂood broadcast
frames. In CARIM, customer performs RIM. Initially, every CE broadcasts a Network Advertisement Frame (NAF)
through customer network segments and elect a Designated CE

(DCE) for each segment. All other CEs are set to the broadcast
blocking state. Only DCEs are allowed to forward/accept
broadcast frames to/from PEs.
Therefore, the ﬁrst step of proposed DSTP is to run the
RIM procedure. RIM elects the DPEs or DCEs. Thereafter, a
customized version of STP can run on each remote customer
site. Proposed DSTP mechanism solves the compatibility
limitation of STP in VPLS networks.
D. Soft-VPLS: Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN) based
VPLS architecture
We propose a novel SDN based VPLS (SoftVPLS) architecture to overcome tunnel management limitations in
legacy secure VPLS architectures [18]. It proposes three key
changes. First, legacy PEs are replaced with IPsec enabled
SDN switches. Second, VPLS tunnel management functions
are controlled by a centralized controller. Third, a Tunnel
Management Application (TM App) dynamically decides the
tunnel parameters based on real-time network statistics. Figure
5 illustrates the proposed Soft-VPLS architecture.

Fig. 5: The proposed Soft-VPLS architecture
Moreover, we propose three new mechanisms to improve
the performance of legacy tunnel management functions. 1)
A dynamic tunnel establishment mechanism: To dynamically
change the tunnel parameter based on real-time network
statistics, 2) A tunnel resumption mechanism : To reduce
the tunnel establishment delay of subsequent tunnel establishments between authorized PEs and 3) A fast transmission
mechanism : To reduce the average data transmission delay
for geographically distant customer sites.
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Fig. 6: a) The total number of VPN tunnels in the network, b) The total number of keys stored in the VPLS network compared
to PEs, c) The maximum number of encryptions per broadcast frame

A. Scalability Analysis of S-HIPLS and H-HIPLS
The proposed S-HIPLS and H-HIPLS architecture was
simulated on OMNET++ simulator [47] and the performance
of the scalability was evaluated. We compared the performance
of the proposed architecture with HIPLS [30], and H-LDP [29]
architectures.
1) Comparison of the Control Plane Scalability: Figure
6a illustrates the total tunnel establishment complexity of the
VPLS network compared to the number of PEs. A signiﬁcant
reduction in the total number of tunnels in hierarchical architectures (i.e. H-LDP and H-HIPLS) was observed compared to
ﬂat architectures. Therefore, the experiment results indicated
that the tunnel establishment complexity of the proposed HHIPLS is signiﬁcantly lower than other secured architectures
i.e. HIPLS and S-HIPLS. Thus, H-HIPLS improves the control
plane scalability.
2) Comparison of the Security Plane Scalability: The key
storage requirement is one of the main metrics to measure
security plane scalability. Figure 6b illustrates the total key
storage complexity of the VPLS network compared to the
number of PEs. Here also, the number of provider VPNs was
set to 5 and the number of PEs ranged from 1 to 100. The
experiment results clearly show that the key storage requirement in the proposed S-HIPLS and H-HIPLS architectures is
signiﬁcantly lower than HIPLS. Thus, S-HIPLS and H-HIPLS
improves the security plane scalability.
3) Comparison of the Forwarding Plane Scalability: We
compared the performance of the frame broadcasting mechanism by measured the number of encryptions at each PE.
Figure 6c illustrates the maximum number of encryptions per
broadcast frame at a PE for each VPLS architecture. We can
see a linear increment for HIPLS while both S-HIPLS and HHIPLS remains constant at 1. Thus, S-HIPLS and H-HIPLS
improves the forwarding plane scalability than HIPLS.

A test bed implementation [13] was used to analyze the
data plane performance of existing secure VPLS architectures.
Proposed architecture had about 20% throughput reduction
for both UDP and TCP sessions than non-secure VPLS architecture. Moreover, jitter of the secure VPLS architecture
is two times higher than the non-secure VPLS scenario. The
additional layer of encryption was the main reason for the
reduced average throughput of the secure VPLS architecture.
Moreover, the secure VPLS architecture increased the latency
approximately by 87% due to encryption and tunneling delays
in PE devices. Moreover, the experiment results revealed that
H-HIPLS architecture has almost similar throughput performance (2% less ) as S-HIPLS. It had only 3% higher latency than other secure VPLS architectures. This performance
penalty had occurred due to the extra label encryptions.
C. Performance Analysis of DSTP
We simulated the proposed DSTP (with PARIM and
CARIM) and traditional STP [48] on the OMNET++ network
simulator [47] to compare performance. We analyzed the
performance of each scheme by increasing the number of
PEs in the network. Figure 7a illustrates the total number
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Fig. 7: a) Number of messages over the provider network
during the root bridge selection phase, b) Number of periodic
STP messages over the provider network per second
of STP messages transmitted through the provider network
during the root bridge selection phase. The experiment results
showed that the number of STP messages through the provider
network increases exponentially with the number PEs for
the traditional STP scenario. Although the number of STP

messages transmitted through the provider network had a
nearly linear increment for DSTP with PARIM scenario, it
was signiﬁcantly lower than with the traditional STP scenario.
On the other hand, DSTP with CARIM does not exchange any
STP messages via the provider network. Figure 7b illustrates
the average number of periodic STP messages transmitted
over a 1 s time period. The experiment results veriﬁed that
the number of periodic STP messages through the provider
network increases linearly for traditional STP while it remains
constant for the DSTP with PARIM scenario. DSTP with
PARIM transmits periodic STP messages only for PEs in the
same network site. Thus, it depends only on the number of
PEs in the same network site. Thus, the number of periodic
STP messages is signiﬁcantly lower in DSTP with PARIM
than the traditional STP scenario. On the other hand, DSTP
with CARIM does not exchange any periodic STP message
via the provider network.
Thus, we can conclude that traditional STP is not suitable
for implementation in a large scale network with a large number of PEs. In a large scale network, DSTP offers scalability
by signiﬁcantly reducing the number of STP messages transmitted through the provider network. Ultimately, it reduces the
additional overhead and STP operational cost of the customer.

We simulated Soft-VPLS architecture in an OMNET++
simulation environment [47] to compare the performance with
other secure VPLS architectures (i.e. HIPLS [30] and SHIPLS [8]). We measured the number of tunnel establishment
instances and the tunnel idle percentage per active session by
changing the average session duration. Here, we considered
ﬁve cases for HIPLS and S-HIPLS where the tunnel duration
is predeﬁned as 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 minutes. Figure 8
illustrates the simulation results. The simulation results in
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E. Testbed implementation of Soft-VPLS Architecture
The Soft-VPLS architecture was implemented in a testbed
to analyze the performance of the data plane with other secure
VPLS architectures (i.e. HIPLS [30] and S-HIPLS [8]). The
data plane performance (throughputs, latency and jitter) of
Soft-VPLS architecture had almost similar to other secure
VPLS architectures. Thus, the utilization of Soft-VPLS architecture does not reduce the data plane performance of existing
secure VPLS architectures. However, the proposed SoftVPLS
architecture with Tunnel Resumption Procedure signiﬁcantly
reduced (about 44% reduction) the tunnel establishment delay
compared to other secure VPLS architectures.
V. C ONCLUSION

D. Performance Analysis of Soft-VPLS Architecture
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of tunnel instances per session of the proposed architecture is
independent of the session duration. This reduced the number
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legacy secure VPLS architectures depends highly on the session duration and always lower than the proposed SoftVPLS
architecture as long as the session duration was higher than
the pre-deﬁned tunnel duration.
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Fig. 8: a) Tunnel Idle Percentage, b) Number of Tunnel
Instances per Session
Figure 8a veriﬁed that the percentage of tunnel idle time in
Soft-VPLS is independent of the session duration. It reduces
the tunnel idle time percentage to 30% under the utilized
algorithm. On the other hand, the performance of legacy secure
VPLS architectures highly depend on the session duration.
Their performance is always lower than the proposed SoftVPLS architecture as long as the session duration is lower than
the pre-deﬁned tunnel duration. After that, the performance of
legacy architectures is better than the SoftVPLS architecture.

This paper presented four main contributions to increase
the scalability, ﬂexibility and compatibility of secure VPLS
networks. First, we proposed a scalable and secure ﬂat-VPLS
architecture (S-HIPLS). It used a session key based security
mechanism to offered security plane scalability by reducing
the complexity of key storage at a node and the network. The
proposed efﬁcient broadcast mechanism reduced the number
of encryptions per broadcast and increased the forwarding
plane scalability. Second, we proposed a scalable and secure
hierarchical-VPLS architecture (H-HIPLS) which had further
improved the features of S-HIPLS. H-HIPLS signiﬁcantly increased the control plane scalability by reducing the total number of VPN tunnels in the network. Third, we proposed a novel
Distributed STP (DSTP) to solve the incompatibility issues of
STP in VPLS networks. DSTP runs a modiﬁed STP instance in
each remote segment of the VPLS network. Furthermore, we
proposed two Redundancy Identiﬁcation Mechanisms (RIMs)
called Customer Associated RIM (CARIM) and Provider
Associated RIM (PARIM) to prevent functional issues which
may arise due to invisible loops in the provider network.
Finally, we proposed a novel SDN based VPLS (Soft-VPLS)
architecture to overcome the tunnel management limitations of
legacy secure VPLS architectures. The proposed architecture
dynamically adjusts the tunnel parameters by analyzing the
trafﬁc patterns of each tunnel. Soft-VPLS reduced the average
number of tunnels in the network and tunnels establishment
delay compared to legacy secure VPLS architectures.
Thus, the results of the paper will help for more secure,
scalable and efﬁcient development of VPLS networks. It
will optimize the utilization of network resources and further
reduction in operational costs of future VPLS networks.
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